
C I T A T I O N  H E M I S P H E R E



4,500-NAUTICAL-MILE RANGE

THREE-ZONE CABIN

102-INCH DIAMETER

CLEAN-SHEET DESIGN

it takes vision  
to rise above

Introducing the Citation® Hemisphere™ — a jet to rule the skies with a 
cutting-edge, clean-sheet design optimized for best-in-class performance. 
Whether your mission requires a corporate shuttle or worldwide 
transportation, a three-zone cabin provides the most generous space 
in its class for business and increased productivity. Combined with the 
world’s most capable service network, the Hemisphere is destined to 
redefine the large-cabin aircraft space.



The aft baggage area is class-leading in space and accessibility. It offers walk-in capability and is fully 
accessible at all flight levels.

For the past 20 years, there have been no new innovative, clean-sheet designs in this category. The wait 
is over. The Citation Hemisphere is the first new design, and it comes from the company most committed 
to the industry.

Time-saving speed. Ambitious range. Low cabin altitude. A world-class cabin that is configurable for your 
mission and the quietest in the class. Modern additive manufacturing techniques. All this for the lowest 
total ownership cost in its class. No other aircraft can compete with this level of performance and comfort. 
It’s not just a flight anymore. It’s a whole new experience.

The spacious third zone is your own private area to relax so you arrive feeling rested. With options for 
couches or the class’s largest seats, you can configure the aircraft to best meet your mission needs.

Lavatories in both the front and back of the cabin ensure that you are not interrupted while in the private  
aft zone. Passengers may freshen up mid-flight in the aft lavatory, which contains an additional skylight, a 
large mirror and plenty of storage for anything you might need in flight — from an extra change of clothes  
to blankets and linens.

NEXT-LEVEL CABIN COMFORT
The Hemisphere offers a versatile, brightly lit galley for preparing meals. 
Granite surfaces, stone floors and ambient lighting — including a skylight — 
transform this area into a culinary masterpiece. State-of-the-art modularity 
allows for a changing mission. Options include chilled storage, ovens and 
amenities to best meet your mission.





Experience legendary Citation performance and efficiency packaged like never before. We take this platform to 
a whole new level. The Hemisphere’s interior features an unprecedented, class-leading diameter of 102 inches.

As you settle into seats designed for maximum comfort, oversized windows let natural light fill the cabin. Three 
individual zones are equally well-suited for moving your business forward or affording a relaxing environment 
between your destinations. Customizable configurations allow for a cabin layout designed around your needs.
Options include an in-flight conference center that helps your team stay productive during travel. This zone may 
also transition into sleeping quarters when needed. Meanwhile, the aft zone promotes privacy and rest with 
space to stretch out while enjoying our quietest interior yet.

Make this cabin your own. Choose from a variety of color palettes for veneers, flooring and luxury leathers.

masterpiece of 
craftsmanship
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